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Detecting Faults in Doubly Fed Induction Generator
by Rotor Side Transient Current Measurement

Goran Stojčić, Kenan Pašanbegović, and Thomas M. Wolbank, Member, IEEE

Abstract—The doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) is one of
the main technologies at variable speed power generation systems.
Reliability and efficiency are key factors to realize the maximum
energy output of the renewable resources. Detecting generator
faults enables the reduction of risk for unexpected outages and
thus high economic losses. Stator winding insulation faults count
to one of the most frequent failures in electric machines. Common
fault detection methods are based on several additional sensors
and hardware what makes the system complex, expensive and also
fault-prone. In this paper, a method is proposed and investigated
to detect stator winding faults based only on measured signals
available from inverter build-in sensors. By rotor-side inverter
switching the generator is excited by transient voltage pulses and
the current response provides the possibility to extract a fault
indicator through a specific signal processing. Measurements on
a DFIG test stand prove the methods applicability and accuracy.

Index Terms—Doubly fed induction machine, fault detection,
transient excitation, variable speed applications, winding faults.

NOMENCLATURE

vR Space vector of the rotor voltages in the stator refer-
ence frame (p.u.).

iS , iR Space vector of the stator and rotor currents in the
stator reference frame (p.u.).

λS Space vector of the stator flux linkages in the stator
reference frame (p.u.).

rR Rotor resistance (p.u.).
ll Leakage inductance (fundamental wave) (p.u.).
ll,t Transient leakage inductance (p.u.).
loffset Symmetrical part of transient leakage (p.u.).
lmod Angle-dependent part of transient leakage (p.u.).
yoffset Symmetrical part of inverse of transient leakage

(p.u.).
ymod Angle-dependent part of inverse of transient leakage

(p.u.).
τ Time (p.u.).
ωR Angular rotor speed (p.u.).
γ Angle of asymmetry.
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d Derivative operator.
arg Argument of complex number.
U, V, W Machine phase.
α, β Stator fixed frame quantities.
Subscripts
I , II Index of first, second pulse and measurement.
I−II Quantity of first pulse minus quantity of second

pulse
ASP Asymmetry phasor valuese
Superscripts
∗ Complex conjugate value.

I. INTRODUCTION

INCREASING power generation based on renewable energy
sources has raised the application of doubly fed induction

generator (DFIG). Mainly used in wind turbine and pump-
storage applications the DFIG has become a key component.
The generator may be subject to different sort of failures and
unexpected outages and downtime can lead to high economic
losses. Thus, condition monitoring of the generator is manda-
tory to meet the demands of reliable and cost efficient power
generation. Identification of electromechanical generator faults
already in an early stage is highly appreciated to enable emer-
gency operation and reduce the risk of catastrophic damages.
Detecting faults already in their developing state can provide
the possibility to react timely and can prevent from complete
destruction of generator or entire system. On the other hand the
maintenance efforts can also be reduced by detecting the fault
in a very early stage. Monitoring sequences can be carried out
periodically and the knowledge of machine state is permanently
accessible without the need of reduced maintenance intervals or
additional sensors and evaluation systems. Much work has been
done in academia as well as industry in this topic [1],[3],[4].
However, most of the methods are based on additional sensors,
what makes the condition monitoring and fault detection sys-
tems extremely expensive and complex [1]. Another drawback
is given by the fact that these sensors are also prone to defects
and may lead to additional downtimes. Therefore, methods have
to be developed based only on electrical machine quantities as
stator/rotor current or voltage to reduce the complexity of the
monitoring system. In recent time some methods have been
published [1]–[13] dealing with the issue of detecting faults
only by generator current and voltage signals. Most of these
methods are based on frequency analysis by Fourier transform.
In [6] and [7] the well known current signature analysis (CSA)
is applied to the rotor modulating signals for the detection of
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stator and rotor related unbalances. The detection is based on
the observation of different side band harmonics influenced by
the slip frequency. As DFIG operated predominant in transient
conditions the classical Fourier transform fails for accurate
fault identification. An improvement of these methods can
be found in [8] by using wavelet decomposition for power
xdensity analysis or the complex wavelets in [1] for rotor
fault detection. A method combination of wavelet analysis and
frequency sliding is been presented in [10]. In [11] the Wigner-
Ville Distribution is used to identify the rotor asymmetry caused
frequency components in the current. Recently in [12] artificial
neuronal networks (ANN) are proposed for the decision process
and classifying different frequencies to faults. A high resolution
frequency technique is shown [13] based on the Multiple Signal
Classification (MUSIC).

One of the main drawbacks of such methods is given by the
need of a minimum slip frequency. This means that operations
near the synchronous speed are not covered. Furthermore, all
these methods have to deal with the impact of closed-loop drive
systems as they arise from open-loop applications.

This work presents a method enabling detection of incipient
faults in DFIG based only on the electrical quantities of rotor
and stator. The main advantage is given by the usage of only
current sensors of the rotor as well stator that are already present
in the control system. Exploiting switching transients of the
rotor side inverter provides the possibility to develop a fault
indicator for detecting fault induced machine asymmetries. As
the rotor is excited by short voltage pulses impacts of closed-
loop effects are avoided and the signal processing procedure is
kept on a low level using only basic mathematical functions.
Thus the presented method can be applied to existing systems
easily, considering not only floating point but also fixed point
operation processors in the control system.

II. ESTIMATION OF TRANSIENT LEAKAGE INDUCTANCE

The main idea is to exploit the machine response to transient
excitation. Short voltage pulses applied by inverter switching
to machine terminals will evoke a current response which is
dominated by the transient leakage inductance. Comparing the
current responses of different phases provides the information
on machine’s state and asymmetries. It has to be mentioned
that in the following description a restriction is made to a
specific operation state: rotor winding fed by inverter and the
stator winding is short-circuited by an external switch. This is a
common start up procedure for doubly fed induction generator
applications 0.

Assuming now a symmetrical machine, electrical behavior
can be written from rotor side as

vR = rR · iR + ll ·
diR
dτ

+
dλS

dτ
. (1)

An applied voltage phasor vR generated by any of the
active inverter output states leads to a transient current change
diR/dτ . This current change is influenced by different pa-
rameters. Besides the leakage inductance ll also the voltage
drop rR · iR as well as the electromotive force (back emf)
from the stator dλS/dτ , the dc link voltage and the inverter

output state will influence the current change. After applying a
voltage step by inverter switching from inactive to any active
state the first current reaction will be dominated by the leakage
inductance and the back emf. To enable an accurate identifi-
cation of the leakage inductance the disturbing back emf has
to be eliminated. A simple but very effective way is to apply
two short voltage pulses of some μs duration with opposite
direction. Due to the short pulse duration the back emf as well
as the dc link voltage and fundamental-wave current iS can be
assumed constant. Within each pulse duration (1) can be set
up individually. Elimination of disturbing voltage drops is then
realized by subtraction of both pulse equations as shown in (2)
(index I for the first and II for the second pulse, respectively).
As the excitation is transient the actual leakage inductance is
additionally denoted as the transient leakage inductance ll,t
which differs from the fundamental-wave leakage inductance

vR,I − vR,II =

≈0︷ ︸︸ ︷
rR · iR,I − rR · iR,II +ll,t ·

diR,I

dτ

− ll,t ·
diR,II

dτ
+

dλS,I

dτ
−

dλS,II

dτ︸ ︷︷ ︸
≈0

= ll,t ·
[
diR,I

dτ
−

diR,II

dτ

]
. (2)

Considering now a real machine, faulty or not the transient
inductance will no more be a scalar but a spatial complex value
ll,t. This results from the fact that the direction of the volt-
age difference phasor vR,I−II = (vR,I − vR,II) and the cur-
rent derivative difference phasor diR,I−II/dτ = (diR,I/dτ −
diR,II/dτ) will no longer be aligned.

This complex transient leakage inductance can now be por-
tioned into two parts, an ‘offset’ part and a ‘mod’ (modulated)
part (3). The scalar offset part loffset represents the symmetrical
machine while the complex modulation part lmod the fault
induced asymmetries

ll,t = loffset + l mod

l mod = lmod · ej2γ . (3)

As given in (2), measuring of the resulting current slope is
sufficient to calculate the angular position of the maximum
inductance. This can be done if (3) is inserted in (2) and
inverted; what leads to (4) with y

l,t
= 1/ll,t.

The voltage difference phasor vR,I−II can be assumed con-
stant during each measurement period. This leads to the simpli-
fication diR,I−II/dτ ∼ y

l,t
. thus it is clear that observing only

the current derivative difference phasor is sufficient for transient
leakage inductance estimation. Furthermore, the number of
executed mathematical operations in real time is reduced to a
minimum, as only current sampling is needed

diR,I−II

dτ
= y

l,t
· vR,I−II =

[
yoffset + y

mod

]
· vR,I−II . (4)

With this coherence the measured current derivative differ-
ence phasor diR,I−II/dτ can also be portioned as shown in (4).
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The offset part is pointing in the direction of the voltage dif-
ference phasor vR,I−II . On the other hand the modulated part
now is dependent on the direction of the maximum inductance.
Hence, the modulated part of the current derivative difference
phasor provides information on machine asymmetries.

If the spatial direction of the excitation (the voltage dif-
ference phasor vR,I−II ) is changed to all three phases, three
current derivative phasors are obtained, each containing the
offset portion yoffset as well as the modulated portion ymod .
Spatially combining the three phasors, the offset portion is
removed as zero sequence component leaving only the part
containing the asymmetry information need for fault detection.

Considering a shorted stator with stator and rotor phase axes
aligned, and with the transient scenario due to short voltage
pulses in the rotor side, than the time derivative of stator and
rotor side phase mmf can each be assumed antiparallel with
equal or at least proportional magnitude and with the stator
side compensating the rotor. As for the fault detection only the
asymmetry or spatial modulation of the leakage inductance is
important, both time derivatives resulting from a voltage phasor
can be assumed equal in the stator fixed frame following (5).
However, it has to be stressed that this is valid only for the con-
siderations made above. It is further important to notice that the
proportional relation of stator and rotor side current derivative
phasors is sufficient to detect the machine asymmetries in both
phasors

diR,I/dt ∝ −diS,I/dt. (5)

With this assumption the current derivative difference phasor
diR,I−II/dτ can be replaced by diS,I−II/dτ , leading to the
same asymmetry information regarding the transient leakage
inductance as given in (4). Stator and rotor side current mea-
surement both provide the information on the machine asym-
metries. The following considerations however, focus on rotor
side current measurement only.

III. FAULT INDICATOR CALACULATION

BY SIGNAL PROCESSING

As stated in the previous section, by estimating the current
derivative difference phasor the transient leakage inductance in-
formation of the generator can be determined and used to detect
asymmetries. However, to achieve this detection, some specific
signal processing steps have to be performed. In a first step the
symmetrical portion of diR,I−II/dτ has to be eliminated. If the
voltage pulses vR,I and vR,II are applied in opposite directions
both aligned with one main phase axis, the resulting voltage
difference phasor vR,I−II is also aligned with the phase axis.
This leads to a current derivative difference phasor diR,I−II/dτ
with the offset component yoffset · vR,I−II (representing the
symmetrical machine) pointing also the phase axis direction.
This procedure is repeated for the remaining two phases leading
to three current derivative difference phasors each containing
the same offset component magnitude. Spatially combining
these three phasors to one resulting phasor leads to the offset
components being removed as zero sequence component.

The remaining phasor now only depends on the machine’s
asymmetries and is denoted asymmetry phasor in the following.
An illustrative depiction can be found in Fig. 1. As described,
the voltage difference phasors vR,I−II are each pointing in one
main phase direction and are denoted as vR,I−II,U , vR,I−II,V

and vR,I−II,W , respectively. According to (4) the symmetri-
cal portion yoffset · vR,I−II is aligned with the voltage dif-
ference phasor while the modulated portion y

mod
· vR,I−II

points in the direction of minimum inductance. Thus the re-
sulting current derivative difference phasor for each phase
diR,I−II,U/τdiR,I−II,V /dτ and diR,I−II,W /dτ direction has
a deviation from the main phase direction.

In a real machine even faultless, there are always some inher-
ent asymmetries present. These asymmetries are detectable and
separable due to their deterministic behavior leading to modu-
lation of the asymmetry phasor when the inherent asymmetries
spatially move. To achieve an accurate fault indicator signal
they have thus to be eliminated. The main reasons for inherent
asymmetries are given by winding distribution, slotting and
anisotropy. The Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) provides
an effective possibility to separate their modulations from the
asymmetry phasor signal. It is however necessary to collect a
set of asymmetry phasors clearly showing the spatial movement
of the different inherent modulations. This collection can be
established by a specific measuring sequence as follows. In a
first step the voltage pulse sequences are applied to all three
main phase directions and by measurement of the current signal
and subsequent signal processing the asymmetry phasor is
obtained as described above. In the next stage the rotor is moved
and the data acquisition is repeated, at least a phasor set for
one mechanical period of the modulation must be acquired.
As already mentioned, the method is intended for the very
first stage of the start-up or black-start operation of variable
speed generator systems. Therewith the rotor movement is
realized by the turbine or auxiliary equipment. Ensuring a
high quality and accurate signal processing and fault indicator
generation the asymmetry phasor set representing 256 rotor po-
sition values was collected for one mechanical revolution in this
investigation.

The spectral content of the machine investigated in this work
is given in Fig. 2. As the asymmetry phasors are complex values
the resulting spectrum also is of complex nature. As can be
seen, several harmonics are visible in the spectrum. The main
harmonics are the −6th, +12th, ±18th and ±36th. The stator
of the present machine has 36 stator slots and 3 pole pairs and
thus the ±36th harmonic is related to this parameter. The −6th
harmonic results from a combination of magnetic iron core
properties and winding distribution and the ±18th and +12th as
higher harmonics of the non-sinusoidal winding modulations.
Assuming now a stator related fault (e.g., incipient open-circuit
fault, turn-to-turn fault) the electromagnetic properties of the
stator winding changes and thus also the transient leakage
inductance. Considering now a fault at a certain stator position
this will induce an asymmetry equal to the number of poles
when moving the rotor and thus the excitation direction for
one full mechanical revolution. For the investigated machine
this will be the −6th harmonic due to 6 poles. So, a fault
induced asymmetry will be detectable in this harmonic and will
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Fig. 1. Space phasor diagram for asymmetry phasor estimation according to transient voltage pulse excitation in all main phase directions.

Fig. 2. Harmonic content of the asymmetry phasor for the investigated DFIG
und symmetrical conditions (stationary condition).

be denoted as fault indicator. Considering a defect in the rotor,
the asymmetry is fixed with the rotor related frame. Thus the
harmonic to be observed for such fault cases is the offset. For
a clearer presentation of the signal processing Fig. 3 shows a
block diagram.

At a fixed rotor position the sequence marked in the dashed
rectangle is initiated (with the block denoted “voltage pulses
phase U”). At first the voltage pulse sequence in phase U is
initiated together with the corresponding measurement of the
current response and the calculation of the current derivative
difference phasor (“current response measurement”). This is
followed by the same procedure repeated in phase V and finally
phase W. Once all three current derivative difference phasors
are available they are spatially combined according to their
phase direction into one resulting phasor (“asymmetry phasor
calculation”). There the (symmetrical) offset parts are removed
as zero sequence component leaving only the asymmetry por-

Fig. 3. Block diagram of signal processing for fault indicator generation.

tion denoted asymmetry phasor. This asymmetry phasor is
stored together with the information on the corresponding rotor
position. This sequence is repeated for different rotor positions
till enough values for one revolution (e.g.,256) are available.
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Fig. 4. Scheme of the DFIG test stand.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF MACHINE UNDER TEST

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION BY MEASUREMENTS

A. Test Stand Setup

To prove the methods applicability an experimental test stand
was set up as presented in Fig. 4. The test machine (DFIG)
is a 6 pole 3.7 kW induction machine with wound rotor and
slip ring connectors. The stator has 36 slots and the rotor 27
slots. The parameters of the machine are given in Table I. The
stator and rotor windings are specially designed to enable a non
destructive simulation of stator and rotor winding faults. For
this purpose the winding coils are tapped at several positions
enabling the individual connection of different winding turns
without winding system destruction. Different fault scenarios
can thus be easily realized by simply connecting some of
these taps. Disconnection of these joints leads to a healthy, not
destructed symmetrical machine again. Through variation of
the number of short circuited turn’s numerous fault cases can
be investigated in a comfortable way.

A voltage source inverter is connected to the slip rings and
serves as rotor side inverter. The dc link voltage is 440 V.
A variable speed induction machine drive (IM) is operated
through an ac-to-ac inverter system and can be controlled by
a computer system. This system is the drive unit to realize the
rotor movement of the DFIG. The control and measurement

Fig. 5. Voltage pulse excitation sequence in one main phase direction. Black
solid line: applied voltage. Gray dashed line: current response. Black dots:
current sample instants.

system is realized by a computer system programmable under
MATLAB/Simulink. The test machine stator can be connected
to main supply, short circuited or the machine can be operated
under isolated load. This is indicated by a switch in Fig. 4. To
ensure the applicability of the proposed method only sensors
are used for the calculation of the fault indicator that are also
present in standard industrial and power generation systems
(stator current and rotor current, stator voltage and shaft speed).

B. Rotor Side Voltage Pulse Generation

The proposed method is based on current response measure-
ment due to short voltage pulse excitation. A simple but very
effective way to realize the short voltage pulses is given by
inverter switching, changing between different inverter output
states. If this procedure is realized with some ten μs duration
the assumptions of Section II are met. The voltage pulse ex-
citation is composed of two voltage pulses with their voltage
phasors pointing in opposite directions which have to be applied
subsequently to eliminate disturbing parameters (resistance and
back emf). One possibility to realize this excitation procedure
is presented in Fig. 5. The voltage pulses (black solid line) are
applied in one main phase direction by changing from positive
to negative inverter state in the corresponding phase. As can
be seen, the sequence is composed of two short pulses at the
beginning and end as well as the two main pulses in the center
(vR,I and vR,II ). Through this voltage shape a symmetrical
excitation (with zero mean voltage) around the operating point
is realized (represented by the horizontal axis). The current
response is indicated by the gray dashed line. Due to the short
pulse duration a linear current response can be assumed. Thus
current derivative estimation is realized by two or more sample
instants within the pulse duration or by current derivative
sensors. In the present work standard industrial current sensors
are used. The current derivative is thus measured by two sample
instants each within vR,I and vR,II pulse duration indicated by
the black dots in Fig. 5.

As the voltage pulse sequence is only around hundred μs
long it can be executed within one cycle of a pulse width
modulation (PWM) scheme. For asymmetry phasor calculation
the current derivative difference phasors of all main phases are
necessary (see also Fig. 3). Thus the pulse sequence depicted is
applied in phase U, V and W subsequently. The time duration
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between the pulse sequences can be set randomly. To keep
the overall measurement procedure short, one PWM cycle is
executed between two pulse sequences in different phases in the
present work. Regarding the spatial direction of the excitation
within the machine it has to be mentioned that the voltage
pulses are applied to the rotor through the slip rings. With
the movement of the rotor, thus also the angular direction of
the exciting voltage pulses with respect to the stator axes is
changed.

C. Symmetrical Machine

In a first step the machine was investigated under symmet-
rical conditions. Therefore, the stator was short-circuited by
an external switch and the rotor was slowly moved by the
drive unit. This state is common in the very first period of a
DFIG during start up 0. The measurements were carried out as
described in the previous section.

In Fig. 7 the harmonic content of the asymmetry phasor set
obtained by the measurement is presented. As the different
asymmetry phasors are obtained from excitation in different
spatial positions (equal to the rotor positions), the spectrum
contains information on the spatial distribution of the tran-
sient leakage inductance along the circumference. The window
length is set equal one mechanic revolution. In the upper
diagram results are based on rotor current measurement, in the
lower diagram based on stator current measurement. All spectra
represent the spatial distribution of the transient leakage induc-
tance along the air gap. All the values are given in arbitrary units
[a.u.] according to the signal processor internal representation.
These arbitrary units are equal to the values used from the
digital signal processor (DSP) for quantization according to
the ADC values. The values can be associated with the current
response and can be converted to ampere per seconds. However,
the proposed method is based only on a relative comparison of
a singular asymmetry phasor harmonic component between the
symmetrical and non-symmetrical case. Hence, a detailed unit
conversion is not relevant.

As described in previous section the calculation of the fault
indictor can be also executed by using the stator side based
current derivative difference phasor diS,I−II/dτ . Thereby the
stator current response due to the voltage pulses applied by
the rotor-side inverter is measured. The calculation is executed
in the very same way but with the current derivative differ-
ence phasor diS,I−II,U/dτ , diS,I−II,V /dτ and diS,I−II,W /dτ
estimated by the stator current measurement. Figs. 6 and 7
are presenting the real part and the harmonic content of the
obtained asymmetry phasor set. The machine was operated
with zero flux and no load and the stator side was short
circuited by an external switch (compare Fig. 4). The drive
unit was moving the rotor with 5% of nominal speed and the
excitation/measurement was performed till a complete set of
asymmetry phasors (ASP) along the mechanical rotor angle
was obtained. Comparing the spectra of rotor and stator side
measurement, the +6th harmonic in the stator related spectrum
is more dominant. This modulation is linked with the number
of poles (6 for the test machine). The −6th is almost equal in
both diagrams.

Fig. 6. Real part of the asymmetry phasor set over one mechanical revolution.
The current response measurement was performed on the rotor (realASP,rot,
upper diagram) and stator side (realASP,stat, lower diagram). Machine state:
stator short-circuited, symmetrical.

Fig. 7. Harmonic content of the asymmetry phasor set along one mechanical
revolution. The current response measurement performed on the rotor (upper
diagram) and stator (lower diagram) side. Machine state: stator short-circuited,
symmetrical.

D. Stator Related Faults

One of the most frequent faults considering electrical ma-
chines are stator related faults. Emulation of such fault cases
is realized by connecting the stator winding taps. Thus the
resistance value of the short circuited path is ∼0. In a first
step one coil of phase U was short circuited. The measurement
procedure and fault indicator estimation calculations were ex-
ecuted as described for the symmetrical case. To ensure equal
conditions the rotor speed was set to 5% nominal value and the
stator was short-circuited by an external switch on at the stator
terminals (stator current sensors within the short circuit loop).
The real portion of the asymmetry phasor set signal and the
harmonic content of the signal obtained by this measurement
is given in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. It can be clearly seen
that the rotor side real portion signal contains a modulation
with a period of 6 corresponding to the mechanical angle γmech.
This can be also observed on the stator side spectrum but with
reduced amplitude. In the spectral presentation the difference
between stator and rotor side of the −6th harmonic in more
visible. These measurements prove that fault detection can
be based on the stator or rotor side current measurement as
mentioned previously. However, fault indicator calculation is
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Fig. 8. Real part of asymmetry phasor set. Current response measurement per-
formed on the rotor (realASP,rot, upper diagram) and stator side (realASP,stat

lower diagram). Machine state: unexcited, one coil in phase U short circuited.

Fig. 9. Harmonic content of the asymmetry phasor set. The current response
measurement performed on the rotor (upper diagram) and stator side (lower
diagram). Machine state: unexcited, one coil in phase U short circuited.

based on the rotor side due to the dominant increase of the rotor
side −6th harmonic and thus an improved signal-to-noise ratio.

E. Stator Fault Detection Accuracy

As the fault indicator obtained from the measurements and
calculation is of complex nature, not only asymmetry mag-
nitude (i.e., harmonic content) but also its direction can be
identified. The fault indicator can be considered as a phasor in
the complex plane pointing in direction of the faulty phase. In
Fig. 10 the fault indicator results are shown for several fault
cases, 1 (circle), 2 (cross), 10 (square) shorted turns in phase U
and 10 shorted turns (star) in phase W. The X is corresponding
to the faultless case located in the origin of the complex frame.
In addition it must be mentioned that an offset is present even
for the faultless machine representing stator fixed asymmetries
like anisotropy and measurement equipment (sensors, wiring)
imperfections. By pre-commissioning this portion can be elim-
inated, so done in the present diagram.

By placing a connection between the stator winding taps to
short circuit five turns of phase U, an strong asymmetry will
be induced leading to a shift of the fault indicator (square)
towards phase direction U (gray arrow). The fault indictor is
highly displaced from the frame origin indicating a high fault
severity. In the next step the fault level is reduced to two turns

Fig. 10. Fault indicator (offset component) measurement results for faultless
case and different stator related fault cases (rotor side measurement).

(cross) and one turn (circle). As can be seen the fault indicator
magnitude reduces with decreased fault level. Nevertheless,
the fault indictor direction remains almost the same, pointing
dominantly in phase direction U.

In the next step the winding taps connection in phase U was
removed and a fault in phase V was realized by short circuiting
the complete phase. As a consequence, the fault indictor now
is shifted to phase V consistent with the realized fault scenario
(star). Therewith confusion with phase U faults can be excluded
by considering the fault indicator direction. The fault indictor
magnitude is strongly increased compared to the magnitude for
the single turn faults in phase U.

It has to be stressed that the measurements have only consid-
ered occurred faults in one singular phase. As has been shown,
the fault indictor magnitude is linked to the fault severity and
its angular position to the fault position. Assuming a fault
scenario affecting all three phases with equal severity, the fault
indictor would then remain near the origin of the complex plane
leading to healthy (symmetrical) state interpretation. This issue
can be avoided by observing the individual phase values in
addition to the calculated asymmetry phasor. In other words
the three current derivative difference phasors diR,I−II,U/dτ ,
diR,I−II,V /dτ , and diR,I−II,W /dτ can be used as additional
fault indicators. However, it has to be stressed, that the sym-
metrical portion for the healthy case yoffset · vR,I−II must
be identified in advance through reference measurements and
removed by subtraction.

F. Rotor Related Faults

Beside the stator related faults also rotor winding faults count
to frequent faults considering wound rotor machines. As the
transient leakage inductance is influenced by the stator as well
rotor side, also rotor related faults can be identified. Therefore,
the fault indictor estimation must be adapted due to the fact
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Fig. 11. Fault indicator (−6th harmonic) measurement results for faultless
case and different rotor related fault cases (rotor side measurement).

that the excitation is fixed with rotor windings. Assuming a
fault in the rotor windings the faulty position is also moving
with the rotor. Thus the fault induced harmonic of the fault
indicator is not equal the pole pair as for stator related faults
but the offset component. So, the measurement procedure and
signal processing presented in Fig. 3 remains the same and but
the fault indicator is now the offset harmonic component of the
spectral content.

Verification of fault detection applicability and accuracy was
realized for the rotor related faults by connecting different taps
of the rotor winding system. Several fault cases and measure-
ments were performed. In Fig. 11 all the results are presented
as end points of the spatial fault indicator in the complex plane.
The fault severities and positions were realized similar to the
stator fault scenarios. At first, the symmetrical machine was
investigated. The stator was short-circuited at the terminals
by the external switch (Fig. 4) and the rotor speed was set
again to 5% nominal value. The fault indicator result for this
symmetrical configuration is located again at the origin of the
complex plane (X). In the next step, the very first ten turns of
the rotor in phase U were short circuited (cross). Comparing
now the fault indicator results of stator and rotor related faults
it can be seen that the direction of the fault indicator movement
is shifted in opposite direction. In the next step, the fault is
reduced stepwise to 2 turns (square) and finally to 1 turn of the
rotor winging (circle). As visible, the fault indictor is shifted
towards the origin of the complex plane indicating reduced
fault levels. Nevertheless, the fault indicator for all three fault
cases clearly points in phase direction U and the magnitude
is decreasing with lower asymmetry values. In a final fault
scenario phase W of the rotor is affected through ten short
circuit turns (star). Hence, the direction of the fault indicator
points into phase direction W indicating a fault in this phase.

V. DISCUSSION

The proposed fault indicator for stator and rotor related faults
has been verified through measurements on a test stand by
emulating faults on a special designed test machine. It was
shown, that even a single short circuited turn in one phase
can be clearly detected. With continuous development of an
unbalance (increase of the number of shorted turns) the fault
indictor will increase in magnitude towards the affected phase
direction. In general, faults usually occur during operation. And
it is always desirable to detect the fault in the starting period to
have enough time for timely reaction. The presented method in
the current state cannot be applied during machine operation as
a short circuited stator at the machine terminals is needed. Thus
it is limited as a test during start up period. However, further
developments and investigations are in progress to realize also
online monitoring. First test already show promising results.

VI. CONCLUSION

The technique presented in this paper allows the detection of
stator and rotor related asymmetries in the winding system of
doubly fed induction generators. Applying short voltage pulses
of some ten μs duration to the machine terminals and measuring
the current reaction provides the knowledge of the machine’s
transient leakage inductance. By a special signal processing
procedure a fault indicator is developed to identify stator asym-
metries by using the rotor side inverter built-in current sensors
only. Asymmetries can be detected with their severity as well as
position. A special test stand with a slip ring induction machine
having taped winding in stator as well as rotor side and a
drive unit was set up to prove the methods applicability and
accuracy. The asymmetry emulation was realized by connecting
the tapings of the winding at various winding positions. Mea-
surements for different fault scenarios have shown satisfactory
results when detecting the fault induced asymmetries.
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